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THE ORCHARDS OF DAWLISH 

by Tricia Whiteaway 

Following Michael Gee’s excellent talk on orchards of Devon last October, I wondered how Dawlish fitted into that 

story. 

The Great Tithe Report of 1810 estimated that Dawlish had a surprising 200 acres of orchards but the later Tithe 

Apportionments of 1839 gives only 172 acres. Interestingly the Tithe Map shows that the orchards surrounded the 

farmhouses and barns for security and convenience, in particular that should a frost come when the apples were 

‘setting’ the farmers could put blazing braziers in the orchard to keep the frost away. 

Cider was a very important crop for the farmer, for his own use and for the labourers who received an allowance of 

cider, around two quarts (a quarter of a gallon or 2.3 litres) a day in lieu of wages, and more ‘free’ cider to whet their 

thirst during haymaking and harvesting. But the constant drinking caused much alcoholism and it is known that 

some farmers sold off their land, field by field, to feed their addiction.  But with the Temperance Society making 

headway in the land, and help from forward thinking land-owners including Lord Acland, by 1887 this custom was 

finally stopped by law. 

 

Making cider was a very basic process, occurring once a year. When the apples were ripe they were collected, 

sometimes stored, then put into an apple-crusher mill or ‘pound’ in order to crush the apples before being spread 

onto horsehair blankets and squeezed in a big press. (The photos above - by John Wilkinson - are of now disused 

apple presses at Kingsteignton.) The ancient ‘pound’ was made of stone. The base was sometimes one piece of 

granite which could be very expensive. Others were made in pieces which might require a lining of lead to stop the 

juices draining out, but cider made from such a pound caused many upset stomachs, a condition called ‘Devon 

Colic’. If it was drunk out of pewter tankards, that could have the same effect. However, the better cider was a 

cheap, pleasant and a wholesome drink. 

After crushing, the juice was collected and put into barrels to ferment by the natural yeast on the apple skin. The 

barrels could have been used previously for wine, brandy or other alcohol, which gave very different flavours to the 

cider. The barrels were very large: a ‘hogshead’ was around 60 gallons and the ‘pipes’ were double the size and it 

must have been a great effort to move them. Although it was a simple process to produce cider for the farm workers 

and the family, farmers would try to make the best cider they could.  It would be judged by their neighbours at local 
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Annual Farm Shows, and by the gangs of men who travelled the country helping to harvest the corn, who would 

choose the farm with the best cider to start their work. In Devon it was known as scrumpy, being quite ‘rough’ to our 

taste, but by re-crushing some ‘pomace’ a sweeter, less potent type could be made for the family and the children. 

Farmers would go to the extent of trying different varieties, usually grafting branches onto their trees in order to 

improve the taste of their cider. 

The Cockwood area was known in the past as being the best fruit growing area and the 1839 Tithe Map shows that 

each little cottage in Middle and Westwood had an ‘orchard’ (not a garden) listed to it. In Dawlish town there were a 

few apple trees on the slopes behind the cottages, and behind Regent Street was a quarter of an acre held by farmer 

Blackmore, whilst at Sidfords estate in the High Street (now Belvedere House) there was another small orchard, but 

the largest area was a four and half acre orchard off the High Street, which later became Orchard Gardens in the 

1930s. In 1868 the sale of Barton House included four acres of orchard ‘in the large walled garden’ behind the 

house. It also offered 215 apple trees suitable for planting but these were obviously spread around in other farms. 

It seems that each farm averaged about 4 to 5 acres of orchard but some had more. In 1777 the Exeter Flying Post 

newspaper advertised Rixdale Farm for sale with 170 acres that included 18 acres of orchard. (The advertisement 

also mentioned that the farm had a kiln, and that salt water sand may be had for the fetching.) The 1839 Tithe 

Apportionments stated that Rixdale had 15 acres spread between Upper and Lower Rixdale, a division caused by a 

disagreement between the two sons of Farmer John Brock after the death of their father, so they divided not only the 

land but also the lovely 17th C house - literally by building a wall through the house resulting in rooms with no 

windows, of no real use except for storing junk.  

Because of the change in the law in 1887 many farmers stopped making large amounts of cider and dismantled their 

old pounds and presses (modern styles were coming in anyway), but the apples didn’t go to waste as they were sold 

to the farms that continued to make cider and that had been providing it to local pubs for decades. In the 1930s the 

firm of Whiteway advertised in all the big newspapers, on hoardings, and in the GWR trains, and when driving to 

London on the A303 at Whimple our family could not go past their orchard without shouting ‘Hallo Uncle Eric’ 

(although they were very distantly related to us). It is thought that Whiteway put the ‘y’ into cyder to make their 

product appear slightly different. 

When we visited Devon in the late 1950s, all the village pubs had a barrel of ‘real’ cider behind the bar, but that 

disappeared in the 1970s when the pubs were modernized and horribly up-dated with mirrors and shiny steel bar 

tops. However, even after the Government in the 1960s offered grants to grub up their orchards, there were still 

orchards throughout Devon, and a commercial factory near Newton Abbot had been modernized so the surrounding 
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farms sold their apples to them, who in turn sold the juice to Showerings, the makers of the 1970s drink of 

‘Babycham’. Although we have lost a lot of our pubs I am sure it is still possible to get real cider – the Olde Cider 

Bar in East Street, Newton Abbot currently sells seven different ciders and has been there since the early 1900s. 

When I was visiting Dawlish farms, I never saw an old stone ‘pound’ for crushing apples; I expect farmers 

dismantled them, sold them as ‘monuments’ for a lot of money or used the stones for other purposes. In 1891 when 

Mr Seward of Houndspool died, his farm was taken over by Richard Ferris Ellis who promoted himself as ‘Fruit 

grower and cider manufacturer and merchant’. He had been 

born in Bishopsteignton but had farmed in the area: Mamhead, 

Gulliford, Weston and Langdon, for years. He shared 

Houndspool with another person, H. R. Whetman, a market 

gardener. The Cyder Factory continued to at least 1939, whilst 

the Whetmans are still there today producing their beautiful 

Pinks. 

In 1918 when Hensford Farm was for sale, it included ‘5 

puncheons’ (about 500 gallons) and ‘5 pipes’ (600 gallons) of 

good cider stating that it had a pound chamber with a pound 

house under (so the apples stored in the chamber were able to 

drop into the pound beneath). Likewise at Lidwell we have a 

photo (on the previous page) of Charles Smith and his son 

tightening the press at their farm in the 1920s or 30s. 

I have been told that Gatehouse had a pound within living 

memory. In a converted barn at Shutterton Farm the owners of 

The Old Cider Mill cottage, John and Sue Wilkinson, were told 

that a donkey used to plod round what is now their lounge 

crushing apples in a pound prior to being put into a press to 

produce cider (photo at right). There is no evidence in the walls 

except a complete huge tree trunk that must be part of the 

action. And even better news is that last autumn others at 

Shutterton Farm made a few gallons of cider with the help of a 

little electricity and a lot of elbow grease. 

 

DAWLISH RIOT 1820 

by David Allanach 

Descriptions of Dawlish around 1820 describe a quiet and restful resort, good for the health. They do not mention 

scenes of riot outside the church and serious affray in one of the two major hotels in town, but that is what happened. 

It all concerned national affairs and in particular those of Caroline of Brunswick. 

The story starts long before 1820. Caroline's father was the ruler of Brunswick-Wolfenbuttel in Germany and her 

mother was a sister to George III, and for diplomatic reasons it was arranged that Caroline should marry George III's 

eldest son, also called George. This was an affair of the state not an affair of the heart which George was forced into 

as this was the only way that Parliament would agree to pay off his immense debts. The marriage took place on 8 

April 1795, despite the fact that her husband was already illegally married to another woman. Alas it soon became 

clear that the couple were ill-suited to each other, and after the birth of their daughter Charlotte in 1796 they 

separated. 

George's extravagance on clothes and buildings together with his womanising did not make him a popular figure 

with the general public. However Caroline gained popularity with the people for her 'winning familiarity and easy 

open nature'. This did not go down well with her husband.  As time went on there were rumours of Caroline's own 

infidelity and this came to a head in 1806 when a secret commission was set up to examine whether the rumours 

were true. The commissioners found that there was no foundation for the allegations, but news had leaked to the 

press. 

It was at this sad and difficult time for Caroline that she decided to leave London for a while. She left on 13 April 

and stayed a few nights with the Earl & Countess of Carnarvon at Highclere in Hampshire. From there Caroline 

travelled to Dawlish, arriving  on Saturday 19 April. According to the Royal Cornwall Gazette 'all the inhabitants 

assembled to testify their loyalty and attachment to their royal visitor; the houses were illuminated and repeated 

huzzas expressed the general joy on her arrival'. Caroline stayed at The Rise in Dawlish, the home of Miss Elizabeth 

Pennyman, although she was not at home at the time.  The Rise was almost certainly offered to her because Miss 

Pennyman's maternal cousin Charles Grey was an ardent supporter of Caroline in parliament. Contemporary 
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accounts describe The Rise as a 'beautiful cottage' which was only 3 years old. We don't know what Caroline did 

during her stay although Dawlish was at the time almost at the height of its popularity amongst the well to-do. Folk 

memories describe Caroline as sad at the time and spending much time in the garden. The stories got embellished 

and the garden path next to the lane was called Queen Caroline's Walk and some say they have seen a ghost there 

dressed in grey. After six weeks Caroline moved on to stay at Mount Edgcumbe. 

Upon returning to London Caroline's position deteriorated as she was often socially excluded. Eventually in 1814 

she negotiated to leave the country on condition she was given a generous annual allowance. In effect she was exiled 

but allowed to travel around Europe. Her husband meanwhile gained more power as regent during King George III's 

illness. The King died on 29 January 1820 and his son became King and Caroline became Queen in name. 

  The King however was keen to ensure that Caroline stayed 

abroad and offered her an increased allowance as long as 

she relinquished the title of Queen. Caroline refused and set 

sail for England. She arrived at Dover on 5 June 1820 and 

riots broke out in support of her. She was greeted by a 

deputation with this message 'We beg leave...to assure your 

majesty of our determination to support, at all times, those 

principles which placed them on the British throne. We 

rejoice at the opportunity... of your being now placed on the 

British throne as Queen of England'.  

The King's reaction was to seek a divorce claiming that 

Caroline had committed adultery whilst abroad. A Bill was 

introduced in parliament to strip her of the title of Queen 

and dissolve her marriage. It was a public trial of Caroline 

but the Bill proved unpopular with the public and could not 

get through the Commons. It was withdrawn in November 

1820.  Caroline continued to have great support amongst the 

people but it did not help her regain her rights. A coronation 

was held the following year for George IV but Caroline 

made a bizarre figure as she tried three times to gain 

entrance to the ceremony and was barred each time. She 

died just 3 weeks later. 

But what you may ask about the riot in Dawlish? It has so far been impossible to find any contemporary 

documentary evidence and the local Exeter newspapers are completely silent on the subject. What we do have are 

some notes written by a J.Batten in the newsletter of the parish church. He says the events were recorded by the Gay 

family and passed down through Mr George Gay to his son Mr Wilfred Gay, the last holders of the office of Parish 

Clerk. Their account was published in the Dawlish Gazette probably in the 1930s and is as follows: 

At the conclusion of the Trial, or Bill of Pains and Penalties brought in the House of Lords in 1820 against Queen 

Caroline, wife of George IV, disturbances took place in almost every town in England. 

The resident gentry of this town procured staves and swore themselves in as special constables, calling to their 

assistance the coastguardmen and pensioners. A great many of the inhabitants of Dawlish however, sympathised 

with the Queen, and on the arrival of the news that the charge had been withdrawn in the House of Lords, they 

wished to ring the church bells. 

This was forbidden by those in authority and a serious riot resulted. It started in the churchyard where stones and 

missiles flew in all directions, sticks and staves were freely used and the gentlemen specials had the worst of it. 

At last the belfry door bolt was slipped and the doors opened, with Mr Churchill, an old and respected magistrate, 

residing in Church House, standing close by and giving directions. In a few minutes the joyous sound of the bells 

caused a general riot in the lower part of the town. 

In the kitchen of the York Hotel [where the Strand Centre is now] a very serious affray took place; one of the 

coastguardmen fired his loaded pistol, which, however only flashed in the face of John Brockington, the celebrated 

wrestler. This was the signal for a general skirmish, and the coastguards had to retire. A man named Townsend 

acquitted himself well with a leg bone of some animal as a weapon. 

The positive sentiments of many Dawlish residents and a wish to record Caroline's association with Dawlish has led 

to a lasting memorial in the name of the street passing the Shaftesbury theatre, namely Brunswick Place. It was in 

use within 10 years of her death. 
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YESTERDAY'S HISTORY 

by David Allanach 

We tend to think of history as something happening decades or more often centuries ago but it is, of course, being 

made as you read this. I'm writing this at the beginning of a new year and it is interesting to look back over the last 

two years and think how much in Dawlish has changed and to wonder which events will have long term 

consequences and become markers in our history. 

One of the most colourful developments has been the opening of the Safari golf course. In this strange world with 

gorillas larger than elephants the children have found great amusement. It is a great improvement on the tired 

facilities previously available. 

Some of the most obvious changes have been on our 

high street. We've lost a pet shop on the Strand and the 

Breaking Wind bicycle shop. Bastins the stationers has 

closed and the building is now home to a number of 

'pop up' shops. The building right on the corner 

opposite the Children's Society charity shop which was 

once home to Avery's the butchers and in recent years 

an Indian takeaway called Bombay Delight is now 

empty. (Since this was written Bombay Delight has 

been replaced by ‘Franks Frying in Dawlish’ – see 

photo at left.  Ed.) Nearby the short-lived Salcombe ice 

cream outlet became our first Turkish barber's shop. 

Dawlish seems well provided with both male and 

female hairdressers. Art shops have not done well. Sea 

Light, the gallery cum cafe, had a short life in what was 

once the Prince Albert Inn and a gallery on the corner 

of Commercial Road has given way to a dress shop. 

At the end of last year the Coop had a makeover with more chilled cabinets, self service tills, and in case anyone was 

feeling thirsty, a coffee machine. How anyone can be thirsty in Dawlish remains a mystery as two more coffee 

outlets have opened. One is attached to the mini golf course and the other brings a touch of gay Paree and is called 

Le Cygne, but one wonders how many visitors realise that means The Swan. 

Despite all the competition from the supermarkets we still have two bread shops in town, although Ryders now 

models itself on the successful Greggs chain. Their latest facelift saw them take over the flower shop next door.  We 

lost our last bank building in October 2018 when Lloyds closed its doors. We now have two splendid bank buildings 

empty. Recent legislation tightening up the rules on gambling saw Ladbrookes close, but BetFred survives. 

Away from the centre of town the RAFA club, formerly the Cozens Institute on the corner of Hospital Hill, was put 

up for sale and the Jehovah’s Witnesses Kingdom Hall was demolished.  Talking of churches the Dawlish Christian 

Fellowship church that occupied buildings in Old Town Street has moved into new premises further out of the town 

centre. This has enabled the old school buildings which they occupied to be converted to housing whilst retaining the 

integrity of the outsides of the buildings. It is good to see that some care was taken to retain the old signs for the 

original public library there too. 

The revolving door of estate agents has moved again and Queen Street said goodbye to Devon Rose, and following 

the retirement of the ebullient David Force his firm Force & Sons is now a branch of Dart & Partners. There have 

also been changes in John Nash Road where the Ratcliffe and Oaklands Park schools for children with special needs 

have merged into one school now called Orchard Manor. 

It may be that the most significant development 

was the start of work protecting the railway 

line by rebuilding the sea wall from the viaduct 

to Boat Cove (photo at left shows some of the 

heavy machinery being used.) This 

controversial scheme is probably more to help 

the railway than the town. On the other hand 

when historians look back on these last two 

years perhaps they will find that all the extra 

housing being built to the north of the town and 

the lack of any improvements to the road 

system will be of greater importance. 
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Report on talk by Ron Howell titled ‘3000 years history from under the sea’, February 4 2020. 

Ron is a founder member of the South West Maritime Archaeological Group (SWMAG), which has evolved over the 

past 20 years and currently has fourteen members – all amateur divers apart from one qualified archaeologist. Their 

projects have ranged from shipwrecks sunk in the 20th century to sites nearly 3000 years old. In recent years activity 

has been focused on marine sites in South Devon including the protected wrecks of ‘Salcombe Cannon Site’, 

‘Moorsands’ and the ‘Erme Estuary’   

This was a very well attended event with about 50 people in the 

audience, including many more visitors than usual, probably 

attracted by the unusual subject, and perhaps because the 

Group’s work has featured on TV programmes including 

‘Digging for Britain’ with Alice Roberts, and Neil Oliver’s ‘A 

History of  Ancient Britain’. 

The ‘Salcombe Cannon Site’ was first described in 1992 when 

there was nothing visible apart from cannons. When divers 

returned to the site in 1995, seabed levels had changed exposing 

a rich assemblage of gold artefacts. Earrings, pendants, tiny gold 

ingots, and over 400 gold coins were recovered. The gold derives 

from Morocco, and dating of the coins from 1510 to 1636 

suggests that the ship was lost in the mid-seventeenth century 

and probably from North Africa. Historical evidence suggests 

there was regular trade in gold from North Africa at this time. 

The recovered artefacts are now held by the British Museum as 

the largest assemblage of Islamic coins ever found in the UK. 

One of the finds is pictured left.  

In 2004, divers working on this site also discovered Bronze Age 

artefacts including copper and tin ingots, gold bracelets and a 

bronze sword. The vessel dates from between 1200 and 900BC 

and it is thought the copper and tin ingots destined for Britain 

were collected from several different sources in Europe. Tin 

ingots from this period have never been found in Britain before 

and experts say it is evidence of a highly developed maritime 

trade across Europe. 

 

Severe storm and flooding, October 1960 

In the past four or five months we’ve experienced frequent gales and unusually heavy rain, disrupting efforts to build 

a higher sea wall along Marine Parade and occasional closures of the line.  While new records seem to be broken 

year on year as climate change becomes a reality, there has of course been some severe weather in the past.   

For example, the Dawlish Gazette of 14th October 1960 reported that ‘A depression of unexpected intensity brought 

a severe south easterly gale to the South Devon coast last Saturday morning.  The height of the gale coincided with 

an 8am high tide, with the result that terrific seas battered the railway line, delaying train services.  A speed limit was 

in operation for a few hours.  The railway track between Black Bridge and Marine Parade was almost continuously 

swamped by the high seas for at least an hour before and after high tide.  Gangers had the unpleasant and exacting 

task of keeping watch for any undermining of the permanent way throughout the period.  The men were constantly 

being lost to sight in clouds of spray, and along Marine Parade they had to contend at times with waves that were 

surging over the sea wall.’ 

The report continued: ‘There was an unusual amount of timber floating in the sea, come coming from a beach hut 

that had been swept off Coryton Cove – this had to be constantly removed from the rails before trains could pass 

with safety.  At one period when the gale was at its height an up diesel express was stopped along the Parade for a 

considerable time while a train on the other side of the station crossed to the down line. The coaches were 

continuously buffeted by the heavy seas, providing an unusual thrill for the passengers.  (…)  Residents along 

Marine Parade were confined indoors with all windows tight shut against the clouds of spray.  Some of seats along 

the sea wall were damaged beyond repair.  (…)  News of the rough seas at Dawlish with spray coming over the top 

of the Railway Station was broadcast in the Home Service on Saturday and also featured in the national daily press.’ 

So – in 1960 no thoughts then of actually closing the line because of a bit of sea water sloshing over the track, and if 

a railway worker or two was injured or got pneumonia while getting blown around and soaked for several hours to 

keep the trains running, that was just part of the job. 
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This combination of an on-shore storm, high tide and a heavy flow down the Brook also caused serious flooding in 

Tucks Plot and the surrounding area – see photographs below. 

What was on at the cinema 

Regular readers (I hope there are some …) will know I like to comment on what was on at the Dawlish cinema, as 

advertised in the newspaper in which featured events were reported.  At this time a weekly programme at the Scala 

programme comprised three sets of two films.  Of the six showing in w/c 16th October 1960 perhaps only one – 

Operation Amsterdam - has stood the test of time.   

But let’s start with A Private’s Affair, a lightweight musical comedy in which 

three U.S. Army recruits have various romantic adventures while preparing to 

appear on a televised talent show.  The male lead was Sal Mineo, who had 

become a star in 1955 aged only 16 via his role in Rebel Without A Cause with 

James Dean and Natalie Wood.  Perhaps more interestingly one of the female 

leads was Terry Moore, whose previous film to this was Peyton Place, later 

made into a ground-breaking soap opera series.  Moore has appeared in 77 

feature films and many TV series in a career that has spanned nearly 80 years.  

But her main claim to fame is that after the reclusive billionaire Howard 

Hughes died in 1976 she claimed they had secretly married on a yacht in 

international waters off the coast of Mexico way back in 1949, and never 

divorced.  Despite the fact that she had subsequently married two other men 

while still allegedly married to Hughes, his estate paid her an undisclosed 

settlement in 1984.  At the time of writing Terry Moore is still alive, aged 91. 

Operation Amsterdam is a story of British secret service agents sent to 

Amsterdam in 1940 to recover industrial diamonds before the impending 

German invasion. Contemporary viewers consider that it hasn't dated nearly as 

badly as many other WWII films made in the twenty years after the war 

because it sticks to its story of ordinary characters finding themselves in 

extraordinary circumstances, conveys an atmosphere of fear and bleakness, 

and avoids excursions into moralizing or distracting subplots.   

Eva Bartok, born in Hungary, had a Jewish father who disappeared without 

trace during WWII. She was forced to marry a Nazi officer at age 15 in order 

to avoid being sent to a concentration 

camp. After the war a Hollywood-

based film producer enabled her to escape from Hungary by marrying her 

and taking her to England, where she made her first film in 1948.  Later 

she received valuable support from film mogul and fellow Hungarian 

expatriate Alexander Korda. Her breakthrough role came in The Crimson 

Pirate (1952) starring Burt Lancaster. Later, like Terry Moore, she became 

more famous for her off-camera activities.  Eva's long-lasting affair in the 

mid-1950s with David Mountbatten, Marquess of Milford Haven, who was 

related to the Royal Family, made headlines everywhere, especially when 

David's wife filed for divorce naming Eva Bartok as the reason. 

<< Peter Finch, Tony Britton and Eva Bartok in Operation Amsterdam 
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High House 

The Dawlish Gazette of 23rd December 1954 reported that the children’s home at High House had been sold by 

Devon County Council to Staffordshire County Council.  Apparently Staffordshire were finding it increasingly 

difficult to make arrangements for a seaside holiday each year for all the children in the various homes they ran 

within the county.  But having had a 

good experience of using High House 

during summer 1954 Staffordshire 

decided to buy the facility as a going 

concern and now planned to fill the 

building with groups of their children 

for holiday breaks throughout the 

summer, to provide them with a 

change of scene and a healthier 

climate with cleaner air.  Also, it was 

planned that from the beginning of 

June small groups of younger 

children, aged four or five, would 

come to Dawlish from the various 

nurseries in Staffordshire.  During the 

rest of the year a limited number of 

children, around 28, were to live at 

High House for periods of up to 12 months – they will be those thought to be most likely to benefit from the healthy 

year-round climate of South Devon.  The statement from Staffordshire concluded that ‘The old days of institutional 

life have passed and High House will be a home in the very best sense of the word.  It is the wish of Staffordshire 

Children’s’ Committee that those living here join with the community life of the town, including attending local 

schools and activities suitable for their age group.’ 

 

High House, previously ‘Formosa’ and 

‘Stanmore House’, was built around 1868 

on a raised site towards the eastern end of 

grounds bounded by Strand Hill, East Cliff 

Road (named Stanmore Road on the 1897 

map at left), and Footpaths Nos 20 and 30. 

For a hundred years it was a prominent 

feature on the Dawlish skyline.  After the 

children’s home closed in the late 1960s 

the site was bought by a local builder who 

demolished High House and in the early 

1970s constructed the Prospect House 

apartments block in its place.  Later the 

houses in High House Close were built on 

the remainder of the site.  

            David Gearing 

 

Upcoming Events/ Coronavirus 

I normally scan relevant websites to identify events in the next three months that I think might be of interest to 

DLHG members.  At the time of writing (mid-March) this doesn’t seem worthwhile as it’s becoming increasingly 

clear that most events planned for the next few months are very likely to be called off as a precaution against further 

preventable spread of the virus.  However, David Allanach has previously drawn my attention to two talks about 

subjects of local relevance in the programme of the Devon Rural Archive (at Shilstone House) and as it’s possible 

that things may be more or less back to normal by August, for those that plan well ahead I mention them here:   

Thursday 6th August 2020 at 7pm:  General Lawrence and his Tower - the story of the Haldon Belvedere by Sue 

Knox, Trustee, The Stringer Lawrence Memorial Trust. 

Thursday 1st October 2020 at 7pm: To Charm the Eye & Captivate the Soul: John Nash, Humphrey Repton & the 

Architecture of the Picturesque in Devon by Dr Rosemary Yallop, Architectural Historian 


